
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade 1–2 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
You know summer is in full swing when it’s July. For many of us, the Fourth of July 
means barbecues, fireworks, and lots of red, white, and blue. This can be a great 
opportunity to weave in a little history and citizenship for your children, too. We hope 
you had a great weekend celebrating the holiday with family or friends.  
  
This week we are learning how This Is America! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read July Fourth! 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Central Idea, Text Organization, or Respond & Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch America’s Birthday 

Extend the fun by having your child act out a Fourth of July parade. 
You may also have them create their own video of the parade. 
  

● Writing Wednesday: Add a Page 
Extend the activity by having your child write a story using details they read about 
in the text. 
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: Read About Independence Days 
Extend the activity by having your child draw a picture to go with their sentence. 
  

● Project Friday: Make a Flag 
Extend the activity by having your child make more flags to display the flag 
around the house. 
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 


Options for Teacher-Led Sessions


❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2


❍  Central Idea ................................................. 4


❍  Text Organization ......................................... 6


❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 8


Online Printables


Vocabulary Network 
Organizer


Oral Reading Record


Comprehension Quiz


Tabletop Minilessons: Reading


Central Idea


Text Organization: Description


Informational Text


TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• July fourth is an important 


holiday in the United States.   


• The holiday is celebrated in 


many different ways. 


• Many people put up 


American flags.  


• There are parades on July 


fourth. People ride and walk in 


these parades. 


• Many people eat outside with 


family and friends on this 


holiday. 


• At night, people watch 


fireworks.


Key Vocabulary


important (p. 2)


United States 
(p. 2)


country (p. 3)


American (p. 4)


flag (p. 4)


parade (p. 8) 


fireworks (p. 15)


Idiomatic Expression


put up (p. 4)


Before reading, ask children if 


they have ever celebrated July 


fourth. Have them explain what 


they did that was fun or special. 


Take a picture walk through the 


text and point to the photos that 


show how people celebrate the 


holiday.


TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL F  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex


GENRE Informational Text


WHY THIS TEXT?


This text discusses how July fourth is celebrated throughout the United States. 


Readers are shown the different ways people tend to spend the day, including 


putting up flags, participating in parades, and getting together with friends and 


family. The text is simple, and photos support the information.


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About July Fourth America (n.), holiday (n.), remember (v.)


1July Fourth!
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GENERATE INTEREST


Prompt children to make predictions and share 


connections.


• What do you know about July fourth?  


• What do you think you will learn about this holiday?


BUILD VOCABULARY


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections.


• America (n.), holiday (n.), remember (v.)


Key Ideas & Details


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• It’s the day that the United States became a country.


English Learner Support


Point out the illustrated calendar and ask children 


why the fourth is circled in red. Have them explain 


how the calendar helps them understand when 


the holiday takes place.


Why does the text say that July fourth is an important 


day in the United States? (It is the day the United States 


became a country.)


Discuss Point to the calendar. Discuss how the fourth will be 


on a different day of the week every year.


2–3


TEXT EVIDENCE


• People put up American flags on July fourth.


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Explain the meaning of put up by putting 


something on display, like a picture or decoration, 


in the room.


What do people do with flags on July fourth? (put them 


outside their homes)


Guide Explain to children that every country has its own flag. 


The American flag has red and white stripes and white stars 


over a blue background. The stars represent the states in the 


United States. Name the state in which you live.


4–5


TEXT EVIDENCE


• People put up flags at school.


• People put up flags in other places, too.


• PHOTO CLUES


Where else do people put up flags? (schools, important 


buildings)


Reread Have children reread pages 2–3 to understand that 


the flag helps us remember the important day when the 


United States became a country.


6–7
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Many people are in the parade.


• Some people play music, and some people hold flags. 


• . . . some people ride on horses.


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Point to and name details in the photos, such 


as the hat, drum, horn, flag, horse, and wagon. 


Have children repeat the words after you.


8–11


What are the children doing on pages 8 and 9? 


(marching in a parade, playing music, and holding flags) 


What is different about the people on page 10? 


(They are dressed like cowboys and riding in a wagon and 


on horses.)


Guide Prompt children to think about parades they have 


been in or watched in person or on television. Ask them 


to list some of the common things included in a parade. 


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Many people eat outside on July fourth.


• PHOTO CLUES


12–13


Why do you think people eat outside on this 


holiday? (It is summer. People want to be outside in the 


nice weather.)


Discuss Prompt children to make connections to the 


text by sharing about a time they have eaten outside and 


what they ate.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• At night people go to the park. They look up at the sky. 


• What do they see? They see fireworks!


• PHOTO CLUES


14–16


Why do people wait until dark to go to the 


fireworks? (The sky has to be dark in order to see the 


fireworks.) How does the glossary on page 16 help 


explain words used in the book? (It shows pictures of 


each word.)


Create a Visual Reinforce the information on these 


pages by having children draw fireworks. Offer different 


colors of crayons and markers, as well as glitter and 


sequins or other materials to add details to the drawings.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How can you use supporting details to figure out the central idea of a text?


Central Idea


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Central Idea. For additional support on the concept, refer to the 


relevant Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Today is July fourth. 


• It’s the day that the United States became a country. 


• PHOTO CLUES


2–3


What is the topic of this text? ( July fourth)


Guide Explain that the topic of the text is what it is 


mostly about. Go back and show children the cover of 


the text. Point to the title and read it aloud. Tell children 


that the topic is often mentioned in the title of an 


informational text. The central idea of the text will be 


about the topic.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The American flag is red, white, and blue.


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Ask children to look carefully at the flag on 


page 4. Have them use English and their home 


language to describe the colors and shapes.


4–7


What does the text tell you about the colors of the 


flag? (It is red, white, and blue.) Do you think this detail 


is important to the topic? (No, it is about flags and not 


about July fourth.)


Reread Have children reread the text from page 2–3 


and identify which details are important  to the topic.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• There is a parade on July fourth. Many people are in 


the parade.


• Some people play music, and some people hold flags.


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to a person playing music. Point to a 
person holding a flag.


 ■  ■  People can  in the parade.


 ■  Why do people participate in the parade?


8–9


What details does the author share on these pages? 


(Parades are held, and many people walk in them, playing 


music and holding flags.)


Discuss Ask children why they think people participate 


in parades on July fourth and why they might dress up, 


play music, and hold flags.  
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Many people eat outside on July fourth. They share 


food with friends and family.


• PHOTO CLUES


12–13


How are these details like the other details you 


learned so far? (They talk about another way people 


celebrate July fourth.)


Reread Have children reread pages 4–13 and list the 


ways people celebrate July fourth that the author has 


shared so far, such as putting up flags, participating 


in parades, and eating outside. Guide children to the 


understanding that these details all support the central 


idea of the text.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Have children practice this sentence frame:


The central idea of the text is .


14–16


What is the central idea of the text? (People celebrate 


July fourth in many ways because it is an important holiday.)


Create a Visual Have children draw a picture of the 


ways people celebrate July fourth.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How does the way information is organized help readers to understand it?


Text Organization


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Text Organization. For additional support on the concept, refer 


to the relevant Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• It’s an important day in the United States.


English Learner Support


Define the word important for children.


Spanish cognate: importante (important)


2–3


What word does the author use to describe July 


fourth? (important)


Discuss Prompt children to think of what the word 


important means and how a day can be called important. 


Have them identify other days of the year that are 


important to them and explain why.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• The American flag is red, white, and blue.


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to a flag that is moving. Point to a flag 
that is not moving.


 ■  ■  All the flags have . The flags are all 
in different .


 ■  How are all the flags the same? How are they 
different?


4–7


How does the author describe the flag? (red, white, 


and blue) How do the photos help describe the flags? 


(They show them in different places. Some flags are moving 


or blowing in the wind, and some are not.)


Guide Help children compare and contrast the flags in 


the photos on these pages.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


8–11


How do the photos help describe parades on July 


fourth? (They show the way people dress, what they do, 


and the horses they ride.)


Reread Have children reread these pages and find an 


example of each item mentioned in the text in a photo 


(for example, people playing music, holding flags, riding 


a horse, and waving).
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Point to the expressions on the faces of the 


people in the photo. Act out these expressions 


and identify the feelings.


12–13


What words describe the family on pages 12 


and 13?  (They all look happy. They look glad to be together 


and enjoying the holiday.)


Discuss Talk about how the photo helps describe what 


it is like to eat outside on July fourth with a large family 


or group. Discuss how the people are sitting together, 


enjoying themselves while eating one big meal.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PHOTO CLUES


English Learner Support


Allow children to use their home language when 
describing their traditions in their charts. They 
may also draw pictures.


14–16


How do the photos of the fireworks help describe 


what it is like to see them in person? (They show how 


big and beautiful they look in the night sky.) How does the 


author use description to organize this text? (The 


author names and describes things people do to celebrate 


the holiday.)


Create a Visual Help children organize ideas by 


describing them. Have them write two ways they 


celebrate a holiday on the left side of a two-column chart. 


On the right side, have them describe what they do.
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Hands-On Activity


Take a Poll


• List the ways people 


celebrate July fourth on a 


piece of paper. Add to the list 


with your own ideas.


• Ask your teacher and people 


in your group which activity 


they like best. Record the 


number on your list.


• Compare your results with 


the group. Which activity 


was the most popular?


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.


GENERATE INTEREST


• Why do people like to celebrate July fourth?  


• Do you celebrate it? How?


Respond & Extend


Research Connection


Read about 


Independence Days


• Go online or read nonfiction 


books about Independence 


Day celebrations in other 


countries.  


• Make a list of the three you 


found most interesting.  


• Write to complete this 


sentence: I think that the 


celebration in  


is interesting because  


. 


• Share what you learned with 


the group.
Response Writing


Add a Page


• Write about another way 


people celebrate July fourth 


to add to the book. 


• Draw a picture to help 


support your writing. 


• Share with the group.


Project


Draw a Flag


• Imagine a flag you would like 


to display. It might be about 


your city, state, country, or 


anything you like. 


• Draw the flag about 4 inches 


by 4 inches on a piece of 


paper. Color it. 


• Cut out your flag and tape 


it to a pencil. Show it to the 


group and explain why you 


created it.


Vocabulary & Language


Use Words about the Senses


• When authors describe 


something, they might use 


their senses.


• Write a sentence describing 


July fourth using one of your 


senses. For example: I hear 


the pop and bang of the 


fireworks.


• Share your sentences with 


the group.
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